A look back at 2020:
For our annual report this year we commissioned artwork combining our six pillars
with the famous staircase imagery by Escher. In what might be Escher’s most
famous image, “Relativity” depicts a world in which the normal laws of gravity do
not apply. As we began preparing our annual report, a parody of this image felt
absolutely correct in reflecting on 2020, a world where “normal” did not apply.
Throughout this year it often felt like we were working this impossible staircase.
Even before Covid-19, we had been holding on publishing our next five-year plan
as the Make Ogden Master Plan from Ogden City went through final revisions
and the process of being adopted by Ogden City Council. We wanted to be sure
that our published document matched the priority points and general timelines as
set forth in that planning document.
But once Covid-19 hit here in the States, it became increasingly clear that all
our plans, budgets and partnerships would need to shift – both dramatically and
instantly.
Early on, the board made the decision to postpone and then completely cancel the
Spring Beer Festival. Little did we know at that time, the remaining 2020 events
would have that same fate. Nor did we realize just how much time and effort
would be applied to understanding and navigating the new world unfolding before
us. Juggling weekly calls with the Health Department, Weber County, Ogden City,
participating vendors, statewide farmers markets and beyond, while simultaneously
training for first the EIDL and PPP provisional funding, helping businesses stay up
to date and apply for funding and then shifting to our impacted workers through
the Support Ogden Dining fund and then back to businesses that now had PPP
but couldn’t get their workforce to return then transitioning to curbside signage
and dining guidance and PPE disbursement … all the while working to create some
sort of system for Weber County to effectively communicate, regulate and manage
the Covid-19 concerns and events programming needs.
Throughout all that we somehow managed to launch Farmers Market Ogden with
a limited vendor set under a UDAF provision allowing for grocery only markets
to exist as essential services. That term, essential, would be proven repeatedly
throughout the season as we saw reliance upon the market by shoppers utilizing
incentive programs like DUFB, Produce Rx and the new Pandemic-EBT funds.
Though the health index numbers never moved in a positive direction allowing us
to expand beyond grocery only, we had also created half a dozen contingency
plans and market layouts for if/when the market might get to add artisan and
merchandise vendors.

While battling concerns over a raging economic crisis, we also faced a health
crisis, oftentimes walking a fine line between health first and economy first – with
criticism in both directions. There were also concerns over public safety, personal
wellbeing and mental health, especially as stay home guidelines were put into
effect.
In a single night downtown, more than a dozen windows were shot out and graffiti
popped up throughout town on many historic buildings. As summer pressed on,
we dealt with the loss of an Ogden Police Officer, helped manage the funeral
services – amidst the pandemic and unknown mass gathering regulations – and
then worked alongside OPD to mitigate potential issues as both parades and
protests were being held downtown week after week after week.
It is in these issues that the Ogden Downtown Alliance has been able to step
in oftentimes, without any public knowledge, understanding or appreciation. During
these times, we continue to return to our intent, our why, our mission. ODA was
built to serve in the gaps, to help develop and promote a vibrant, connected
downtown community – to increase and ensure economic vitality through local
commerce. We also set out at the beginning to create and promote a dynamic
epicenter of experience, art and entertainment. So while Covid, politics, and public
safety have all raged in a dramatic challenge to our how, we have not forgotten
our WHY.
To say our community has seen heartache this year is no small statement. What
makes us great is our closeness to one another and so every hit feels so
incredibly personal. Some businesses have closed. Some still might.
I believe ODA has been able to support our businesses and our residents through
this time, offering positive relief in so many ways throughout this long slog of
difficulties. SNAP, Ogden Together, cleanup days and the mere existence of small
things like Music on the Plaza all added up to something. The bond with business
owners and our partners has been pushed to the extreme. As we look back
on this year and forward to the year ahead, we are proud of the ways our
community has come together to preserve and fight for what we care about: in
addition to calling Ogden a place of gritty independence, we can also say we are
collaboratively resilient.
And we will continue to battle through this, together.
Kim Bowsher
Executive Director
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It’s hard to believe last year we were planning the largest event we’ve ever done,
the Sesquicentennial. That event, the 150th Anniversary of the Transcontinental
Railroad, brought people worldwide to the heart of Ogden and this year we were
forced to cancel all but Music on the Plaza and a significantly reduced scale
Farmers Market
Having just completed the six-week winter market, we were prepping for a busy
year of events starting with the Spring Beer Festival in March. As early updates
were coming through the news we started to question what was the right thing to
do and made the difficult decision to postpone that beer festival. Making that decision
before event closures were mandated, before everyone else, was incredibly difficult.
But it was the right decision and it really positioned us for strong communication and
community dialogue moving forward.
Even though Farmers Market summer was reduced to grocery only vendors, we kept
our commitments to supporting local commerce and providing paid artist opportunities.
We did this by allowing vendors that could not be with us in person, to host our
social media accounts and educate consumers on online or curbside shopping options.
We also launched a mini concert series on Facebook called Friday’s Live, which
became a quick hit. Through that program we were able to fund more than 30
performance groups and other nonprofit organizations.
The summer market was extended throughout October, for a total of seventeen
weeks. Following the completion of this event Friday’s Live was brought back in
partnership with Ogden City and in support of Ogden’s Christmas Village. This six
piece series was recorded at the Ogden Amphitheater, features local musicians
singing holiday favorites and is broadcast at the social-distanced Village experience.
The performances also aired on Facebook live and were made available on thumb
drives for local businesses to air at their locations which were then marketed to the
community as yet another way to partake in the community.
In contrast to last year’s sesquicentennial planning that had us communicating across
Weber County and the state for safety in numbers, we participated in that same
layered communication this year to cancel and reduce event numbers for safety.
maybe even harder to fathom were the conversations and planning this year... yes,
in 2020.. to be “Olympic Ready Always” via Visit Ogden’s Tourism Strategic Planning
process.
With so much still uncertain for the future of events, we also did several test
concepts with the Health Department. We also held an in-person event demo at
Ogden’s Own which was a pilot of both social distanced live music concept and also
a programming “bringing online” of the West Ogden conceptualized downtown called
for in the MAKE Ogden Plan.

With the volume of zoom meetings, emails, website updates, training sessions,
Facebook and Instagram messages, this year has gone by in a blur and still
feels like years have gone by. Collectively ODA sits on more than two dozen
boards and committees all of which proved incredibly useful in maintaining an
understanding of the ever-evolving rules, guidelines, funding opportunities, business
needs and community concerns. While layered meetings can so often feel like a
time-suck, it was these relationships that allowed us to stay nimble and quick.
It was Mikkol’s leadership role with the Farmers Market network that allowed for
constant communication of what markets throughout Utah and our neighboring
states were experiencing and throughout that, Farmers Market Ogden was able
to support a series of best practices and UDAF guideline revisions that allowed
a dozen or more rural farmers markets to continue throughout Covid safely and
effectively. Details like this may seem small at a glance but the impact for those
communities is incredible and we are so proud of the work that our ODA team
was able to be a part of.
Additionally, this year we played an active role in communication and advocacy
work for funding relief both for businesses within our boundaries but also for
nonprofits and arts organizations statewide.
When it comes to marketing, our budget was slashed with every event that was
cancelled and we had to get even more creative. We revisited our relationship
with Local First Utah to re-build an Ogden Chapter and create partnered
content that promoted our local businesses with reasons to shop and intentionally
commit to shopping local while the whole world it seemed was shifting to
Amazon. We created paid Instagram takeover opportunities where we gave locals
cash to spend in our downtown businesses; dropping our marketing budget to
instead spend those funds directly inside our local retailer locations. This provided
some incredible content that was helpful in keeping downtown relevant and visible
as well as providing even a minor level of financial relief.
These takeover campaigns along with our Ten Reasons Spend It Here campaign
with Local First have been adopted by both Ogden City and Weber State
University, allowing that content to be even further leveraged in support of
downtown businesses. These partnerships have furthered our investment and
capacity to share and promote the whole of our downtown.
While we know that these efforts won’t be enough to save all of our
local businesses, even when combined with the many efforts by other local
organizations, we have faith in knowing that when we thought we had gotten as
scrappy as possible, we were able to dig a little deeper and push for a little
more.

The Ogden Downtown Alliance sets aside 15% of our annual revenue to fund
the following year’s beautification programs. New this year, we created a Façade
Improvement Grant, in partnership with Weber State University, the Small
Business Development Center and the State of Utah through the Governor’s
Office of Economic Development (GOED). Launching the first round of these
grants felt almost comical in the spring as the pandemic was fully coming in
to view, but we stayed the course with this plan and quickly found that this
program would offer a bright spot for many business owners in the midst of
such struggle. In May we funded the first five grant awards and in November
we funded another five grant awards for a total value of $41,000. These grants
allow businesses to update their window frontages, add signage or any other
exterior upgrades that improve the overall experience in the downtown. As of
this report printing, three of the ten projects have been completed with more
in line for permitting and Landmarks review. Though GOED has shifted funding
from this focus throughout the Covid economic impacts, we hope to continue this
program through outside funding sources which we are working to procure now.
Midyear, the Ogden Downtown Alliance participated in an extensive planning
process with Visit Ogden as part of their Tourism Strategic Plan which aims
to manage tourism efforts sustainably and responsibly over the next ten years
and beyond. Through this process, we have adopted an idea of “Olympic Ready
Always” with the spirit in mind of being polished and ready for performance at
all times. Part of participating in this process was working to align the MAKE
Ogden Master Plan concepts with tourism needs, which the Ogden Downtown
Alliance then interprets as Placemaking for our own community. Tourism done
right is an add-value for our residents and this partnership for strategic
planning has been instrumental in keeping those ideas in mind.
In direct response to the evolving use of the downtown area and our outdoor
recreation spaces throughout the varying Covid guidelines and closures, the Ogden
Downtown Alliance held community clean up events and supported other partnerled community clean up events as well. ODA also worked with OPD and with
local volunteers on graffiti cleanup and preserving the pride in place we have all
worked incredibly hard to build.
Additionally, ODA worked with Ogden City to revise the downtown flowers and
planting program, update music systems and ambient noise, and work towards
increased outdoor lighting and patio extension of premise permitting – all in
alignment with the MAKE Ogden plan. We look forward to seeing these efforts
come to further fruition in the year ahead.

Reason #1 – For every dollar spent
in a locally owned Ogden business,
55 percent stays right here in Utah.
Every cent counts. Make every cent
count for Ogden!
Reason #2 – Embrace the Character
of Downtown Ogden. Our local
businesses help create a sense of
place and contribute to Ogden’s unique
culture. We’re a one-of-a-kind city with
one-of-a-kind shops.

Reason #3 – Buying local helps create
local jobs. Per consumer dollar spent,
locally owned businesses are better
than chains or online retailers at
creating jobs.

Reason #4 – Help the environment.
When you shop local, you reduce your
carbon footprint and the amount of
waste in our landfills.
Reason #5 – You benefit from the
passion and expertise of Ogden’s own.
Many business owners have spent
years perfecting their craft – making
their dedication to their business and
quality customer service apparent.

Reason #6 – Keep your tax dollars
working in Ogden. Sales tax dollars
collected from locally owned businesses
pave our streets, protect our parks and
keep our neighborhoods safe.
Reason #7 – You encourage innovation
and product diversity. Ogden’s local
businesses are able to identify the
niche markets within our community to
create one-of-a-kind products.

Reason #8 – Show some love to
your Ogden neighbors. Independent
businesses give three times more
money to local charities than national
chains or online retailers. Buying
locally strengthens Ogden’s non-profit
community.

Reason #9 – Help keep the American
Dream alive. Buying local nurtures
entrepreneurship, which fuels prosperity
for all of Ogden’s residents.
Reason #10 – Downtown Ogden is a
world-class destination. Our rich history,
unique boutiques and one-of-a-kind
restaurants bring visitors from across
the state (and globe).
Buying local helps us all!

In a typical year, ODA hosts a variety of business district meetings so we
are able to hear and respond to business owner concerns and needs. We
typically think of this in terms of marketing needs, business training and also
infrastructure like parking and lighting. This year, “business support systems” took
on a whole new level of meaning as we juggled to manage the firehose of Covid
regulations and changes, business impacts and community needs – in addition to
the typical needs for marketing, training and parking improvements.
Rapid fire information changes necessitated the development of two landing
pages on the ODA website where we could collect and share COVID information,
guidelines, funding opportunities and relief programs. One page was directed at
businesses and featured everything from knowing your responsibilities and new
guidelines to relief programs and HR resources. The second page was geared
more towards a general community member and had information on unemployment
relief, how to stay connected, and ways to support local businesses while staying
safe and following local health guidelines.
Early on, ODA joined a state level program to better understand the incoming
SBA provisions and get downtown business owners ready to apply. Throughout
this time we also partnered with Ogden City Community and Economic
Development to gauge business impacts and needs, through a survey conducted
by CED and Weber County.
In direct response to a lot of the information gathered around business needs,
Ogden City rolled out the Ogden CARES grant program which we then helped
advise businesses and nonprofits working throughout the downtown on how to
apply.
As it became more and more clear the level of impact to public events and
what that meant for participating vendors, we also conducted an economic impact
study for non-traditional non-brick and mortar vendors. This data was shared
with our local municipality leaders at the city and county level and was also
shared with state representatives as stimulus programs and economic aids were
being developed.
ODA also sent countless email updates to business owners and either hosted
or partnered on educational and other training opportunities that could support
businesses throughout the changes needs and demands.
As we look toward the coming year, we are excited to be launching a partnered
business training curriculum with Weber State University Small Business
Development Center that is 100% online.

We value paid artistry in the downtown and throughout the year we offer
myriad paid opportunities for performers to share their talents with the local
community. In 2019, we hired more than 300 musicians for Farmers Market alone.
As the updated health guidelines began eliminating events and gatherings, live
performances were also held at bay. We knew that though there were many
relief packages in the works or being deployed, none of them were covering
the lost wages of cancelled performances.
We immediately began shifting our production plans to “recreate” the live music
experience within the health guidelines by recording local musicians, live in studio,
and broadcasting these performances on Facebook as a new virtual concert
experience called “Fridays Live.” While this is by no means a replacement for
the experience of live, in person performances, it did give us the opportunity to
hire and pay local musicians and performers from a wide variety of backgrounds
and to continue offering these experiences to our local community.
Another reason art is so valuable in the downtown is that it gives people a
chance to see themselves in the community, to feel acknowledged and included.
Art is in fact one of the most important spaces where we are able to address
inclusivity and diversity.
With this in mind, and not being able to host performances or exhibits in the
usual ways, we launched a brand new project called These Are Your Stories.
Through a call for art to our local community, we collected stories, poems, digital
art and mural works that were all assembled into a twenty-page magazine and
five murals throughout the downtown. A copy of the magazine was delivered to
every address in the city, regardless of status.
In this way, we wanted residents to have art meet them where they were –
namely, at home. And we wanted them to have an opportunity to once again see
themselves as a part of the community, to not feel so alone and experience
a renewed sense of connection to the downtown. The magazine also included
indicators for each story that inspired a mural and where to find that mural,
thus providing a soft invite to return to the downtown following the more strict
quarantine timeline.
As the holidays approached, the Ogden Downtown Alliance was able to partner
with Christmas Village to take the Fridays Live concept and shift it for the
season. Local artists performed their holiday favorites and short videos were
shared as a mini concert each week leading up to Christmas. These mini
concerts were also stitched together to create Santa’s Playlist which was
broadcast at Christmas Village and at several local businesses and restaurants
throughout the holiday season.

Ogden City wrapped up their multi-year planning process and was able to have
the MAKE Ogden Master Plan adopted through City Council this year. As in the
previous year, ODA was incredibly focused on ensuring this process was visible
and open to the public, helping Community & Economic Development with their
outreach strategies and helping to shift those strategies in a social-distanced
time.
There are many highlight areas and programs that ODA will be tasked with
in bringing the vision behind the MAKE Ogden plan to fruition, alongside other
community partners and of course private developers. With this in mind, ODA
also ran a series of pilot programs to sample effective strategies for activating
new or overlooked corridors throughout the downtown. We are excited to show
off more of this work and the results in the year ahead.
Prior to Covid we had also established a standing round table for community
partners to collaborate on pop up programming in the spaces noted throughout
the MAKE Ogden plan. That work will continue post pandemic.
Perhaps most compelling of all we were able to utilize an additional Ogden
CARES grant offering to create a partnership program with Nurture the
Creative Mind that will establish an educational media arts center for community
youth. This media center will not only provide incredible learning experiences
for junior high through college age students, but will also be a driving force
in creating collaborative virtual content promoting the downtown throughout the
pandemic and beyond. If there is a silver lining in 2020, this program is it. We
are excited for the corresponding developments that are yet to come.
This new program with Nurture the Creative Mind is one way in which we
plan to carry on our mission work, ensuring fertile ground for business viability
through connected art programming and art-centered communication and outreach,
emphasizing art in all of our economic development endeavours.

Thank you to all of our annual partners, sponsors and the ODA Board. We
couldn’t have made it through without the support from all of you!
2020 Executive Board of Directors
Tyler Cahoon, Chair
Weber State Downtown and Circa3
Jeff Furton, Vice-Chair
Daily Rise Coffee
Steve Ballard, Past-Chair
Sonora Grill and Thai Curry Kitchen
Tina Yu, Treasurer
Tona
Sara Toliver, At Large
Visit Ogden
Thaine Fischer, At Large
The Monarch and Fischer Regan Enterprises
Nick VanArsdale, At Large
Lucky Slice
Jo Packham, At Large
Urban Studio and Where Women Create
Additional board members include Eric Bauman, Jennifer Fillion-Hood, Alex
Montanez, and Jenny Venegas
2021 Board Additions:
Kallee Genta, At Large
Kallee Genta State Farm
Ex-officio: Christy McBride, Brandon Cooper, Tom Christopulos and Mark Johnson

We’re all looking forward to a new year serving this community!
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